
VMV { “ The  End  of  Missiles “ Music  } Song Notes – 11 Nov 2023 

 
Hi, we’d heard there was some interest for this music that we're producing. This will be part of our short film "The End of 
Missiles" (partially done) that will eventually include a 10 song CD.  Here are the links to the song samples.  [If interested, 
more info also available in home link & YouTube channel at end of email]. 
 
"Dakota Dreaming"  (30 Second sample)  YouTube Link 
   An encouraging message that celebrates the peace & beauty of one of Gods creations: the Dakota prairie & Black Hills 
scenery.  Listening to this music, even if you aren’t driving across this beautiful prairie or through the Hills, you’ll be 
encouraged & inspired about God’s creation & remember His glory. This music has also been used for a full length music 
video as well as the film itself.  We’ll be using video of numerous of the attractions of North & South Dakota. This song is 
not based on any specific verses, but there were a number of applicable ones that we used for the full length music video. 
This song provides good background music for: Praying, Bible study, or even just looking through Psalms or Proverbs.  
 
"Family Dinner"  (36 second sample) YouTube Link 
  A fun song about family, wacky though some of them may be.  This would be used during a family dinner at the farm in 
the film, people moving in & out of the scene, etc.  Imagine such scenes like flying across the prairie as you drive to the 
farm, gazing over the farm as you’re driving in, sighting the farmhouse, seeing the family as they meet you in the kitchen.  
Also, this looks ahead to when the family of God will be gathered together, what a time that will be. 
 
"Building the Wall"  (30 second sample)  YouTube Link 
  A dramatic and inspirational song that relates not only to today but also reaches back to the days of Nehemiah in 
Jerusalem.  With his return to the city, he worked with the different family and groups to rebuild the wall of Jerusalem for 
their protection and security.  In relation to these days and the film, the song communicates the tension in the team that 
runs the missile control room.  The operators are being called to action but not informed if this is really a drill or not and 
they are aware of the possible consequences, there must be no mistakes. 
This is also meant to help folks appreciate how the Lord has brought folks through high tension periods of waiting & trial in 
our own lives. Let’s remember that God’s will does come about, but He has spoken of His pleasure at our faith in Him 
during all our experiences.    [REF:  portions of Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Isaiah, Ephesians, 1Thessalonians]. 
 
"Sabotage"  (31 second sample)   YouTube Link 
   A dark force is at work, technical circuits are being re-wired and changed.  This affects not only the security & peace of 

our country, but also of the whole world.  [REF:  Many verses: Gen, Job, Matt, Mark, Luke, John, Rom, 2 Cor, 1 Pet].  An 

interesting point as we developed this song, how there has been ‘spiritual sabotage’ in our lives, all the way back to Eden. 

"Sloppy"   (30 second sample)  YouTube Link 
  A whimsical, happy, bumbly kind of fun song.  When we have those off days where we can let things go & not be at our 
sharpest.  Either how we’re dressed, our chores, or even speaking out loud in public [it certainly sounded better in my 
head….]. 
 
"Spy out the Land"  (30 second sample)  YouTube Link 
 In the film, there are spies at work, in this case, working against us.  However, God watches over his people. This song 
primarily based on verses from Numbers/ Joshua.  Overall, the film/ music intent is recognition of God’s long term 
provision and planning.  Not just in the Old Testament, but that which can occur to us in our lives…If you think about it, this 
part of the story stretches out over 400+ years.  Who but God could have that kind of long term love?  
 
"The New Orchard" (31 second sample)  YouTube Link 
  A peace-filled, joyous song, what would it be like to be in another kind of Garden of Eden?  What does the Word tell us of 
what will replace it? You can use this song as you are either praying or reading, starting with: [REF: Gen 1-3, Rev 21-22] 
 
"The Artwork of God"   (30 second sample)  YouTube Link 
  A song that is drawn from numerous Scripture verses that start with encouragement even while struggling.  There is 
much beauty in the world that was created by God, much to appreciate.  For “Artwork”, think of appreciating the Bible 
through all 5 of your senses.  As you read the many chapters, what things can you [virtually] see, hear, touch, smell & 
taste?  There are many scenes in there that you probably would have like to have experienced yourself.    
 
"Waiting"  (30 second sample)   YouTube Link 
A compelling, dramatic song as we wait in faith.  The intent of this one is to remind us every morning that we have the 
Lord's work to do... as long as He's not returned yet....  We are ‘Waiting”, but also not idle in the work we need to do. 
 
"The Hope of the End"   (30 second sample)  YouTube Link 
 The finale, literally.  This is used as a dramatic montage at the end of the film.  What is your hope of the End [Eternity?] 



                            

 

              

                          


